Transcriptional profiling in coronary artery disease: indications for novel markers of coronary collateralization.
The development of collateral circulation plays an important role in protecting tissues from ischemic damage, and its stimulation has emerged as one of principal approaches to therapeutic angiogenesis. Clinical observations have documented substantial differences in the extent of collateralization among patients with coronary artery disease (CAD), with some individuals demonstrating marked abundance and others showing nearly complete absence of these vessels. Recent studies have suggested that circulating monocytes play a major role in collateral growth. The present study was undertaken to determine transcriptional profiles of circulating monocytes in CAD patients with different extents of collateral growth. Monocyte transcriptomes from CAD patients with and without collateral vessels were obtained by use of high-throughput expression profiling. Using a newly developed redundancy-based data mining method, we have identified a set of molecular markers characteristic of a "noncollateralgenic" phenotype. Moreover, we show that these transcriptional abnormalities are independent of the severity of CAD or any other known clinical parameter thought to affect collateral development and correlated with protein expression levels in monocytes and plasma. Monocyte transcription profiling identifies sets of patients with extensive versus poorly developed collateral circulation. Thus, genetic factors may heavily influence coronary collateral vessel growth in CAD and affect prognosis and response to therapeutic interventions.